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Events

The global event of the year starts Monday!
GCAMM will include 4 plenary speakers, 4 worship bands, 4 regional
presentations, 50+ exhibitors, and 46 special interest seminars. You won’t want
to miss it! Everything will be repeated in two time zones, so it’s convenient for
all. Registration only $25 at tinyurl.com/gcamm2021.

Global Consultation on Arts and Mission - all info here!
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“I am an ethnodoxologist” – Younhee Deborah Kim (S. Korea)

This You Tube video is the fourth in a series of informal recordings in which
international leaders in GEN talk about what ethnodoxology looks like in their
contexts. We hope this series will provide a global view of the breadth of
ethnodoxology and its practitioners.

Wider and Deeper: Ten Questions
to Expand the Conversation on
Worship Arts and Discipleship
Formation

Check out James Krabill’s response
to an article by Tanya Riches in
Fuller’s Evangelical Interfaith
Dialogue Journal on “Worship
Discipleship: The Art of Christian
Peacemaking.” Riches and Krabill
challenge us to think deeply about
issues of arts and peacemaking in the
congregational space and beyond.

Krabill’s article here
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What is ethnodoxology?

Would you like to help translate this
video into your language? Write to
Erica.Logan@om.org to ask how you
can help create subtitles or even a
voice-over for this outstanding video.

Watch the video here

Failed Hymn Translation

Michael Balonek offers a mini-
introduction to Ethnomusicology, with
an example of why we should not just
trust Google Translate in developing
our hymnody overseas. Click here.

GEN envisions a future in which communities of Jesus followers in every
culture engage with God and the world through their own artistic expressions.

We offer networking, training, and resources for the flourishing of biblical and
culturally appropriate arts.

~ a world of arts for God's purposes ~
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